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The Story
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The Solution  
“We were aware we were growing rapidly and required software to manage and store 
our HR data with a more professional, secure and accessible piece of software. This 
would allow us to also measure and report to our Board on corporate metrics. 
 
“Our staff also needed a go-to place to record absence and find policies/news etc.  
 
“Our IT Manager procured Youmanage after looking at several other options and 
realising that Youmanage ticked all the boxes for us as a public body. We needed 
something that was affordable but also functional, and Youmanage delivered exactly 
what we required - a secure unified platform which ensures our compliance and helps 
us to manage employee performance with ease.”

 
ILF Scotland is a public body governed by a Board of Directors, appointed by and 
accountable to Scottish Ministers. 
 
ILF Scotland operates as a discretionary fund providing financial awards to over 3,000 
disabled people in Scotland and Northern Ireland to help them live independently. 
Their funding enables individuals to be supported in their homes and within their local 
communities. 
 
It became apparent as the business grew that storing data on a shared drive was 
no longer secure or accessible enough for the business to run effectively, and for 
managers to have access to the information they needed at the right times.

“We were a brand new organisation and stored HR & employee-
related documents on our shared ‘G’ Drive for a month or so. 
After extensive research we adopted Youmanage, which has 

significantly reduced our HR admin costs and ensured that HR 
processes are carried out in a timely, consistent & compliant 
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The Results
 

“As an HR practitioner, the software has enabled 
me to be more proactive in HR function as 

data/metrics/information are easily accessible 
and useable. It really has solved all of our HR 

headaches.” 

Getting set up – and trained
ILF Scotland inputted their data manually themselves, as they wanted to be able to 
navigate the site and become familiar with the software. 

“Had we been a larger organisation this wouldn’t have been practicable, however it 
was very helpful that this functionality was available.” 

Everyone benefited
Since adopting Youmanage, ILF Scotland have found that their staff are very 
confident using the software and how it records and secures their data.

The HR department are now able to report business-critical metrics to their Board 
quickly and professionally, being confident that the data is fully accurate. The threat 
landscape which existed previously has been diminished by the storing of all data 
in one secure, accessible location. 
 
 
Ongoing quality support
“The Support Team is always on hand to answer our questions instantly. We cannot 
fault the support - if on the rare occasion a Support Team member isn’t available 
they always ring back quickly and whenever we have asked a question we have 
always received a good solution or we’ve been informed if it is in development.”
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“I have no hesitancy in recommending 
Youmanage to other organisations. 

Our staff have embraced the software 
willingly and as we roll out further 
functionality we know we have the 
strong and knowledgeable Support 

Team at Youmanage behind us.”
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REQUEST DEMO

Get Started with                         Today

FREE TRIAL

https://www.youmanage.co.uk/demo
https://www.youmanage.co.uk/trial

